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RichLand Logistics Indonesia (‘RLI”), the Indonesian subsidiary of Ramba Energy
Limited, commenced joint venture operations in 2007 with RichLand Logistics
Services Pte Ltd, its Singapore-based sister company, to provide general
transportation and warehousing services within Indonesia. RLI focuses on
providing domestic transportation and distribution services as well as
warehouse management operations in various key sectors, namely consumer
products, technology, petrochemical and industrial sectors. RLI also continues
to develop critical competencies to support the expanding oil and gas industry
in Indonesia under its Project Logistics division.

Opportunity:

An
exciting opportunity has arisen to appoint a TransportManager to be principally
responsible for the provision of the contracted outcome deliverables by
Richland to the client contract and their customers at the site/region. 

These
services include management of the shuttle operation out of the client’s site
and responsibility for the distribution on behalf of the client’s contract to
customers. 

The
Transport Manager is required to manage a proactive and effective Transport
Department team are also responsible for the management of pallet and din
control; responsibility for duty paid storage movements; and the associated
administrative and reporting functions.

Job scope:

Process



Coordinate the
provision of the contracted outcome deliverables by Richland to the Client’s
contract and their customers in a timely and effective and efficient manner.Overseeing the
efficient and profitable performance of the shuttle operation. This includes maximising vehicle utilisation
(both time and volume); maximising the return of revenue per hour; being
personally involved in non-management.Maintain a focus
on continuous improvement in all areas of operations within the transport
management responsibilities through the development of timely, accurate and
auditable pallet and din and duty paid storage processes.Enhancing the
effectiveness and use of the Computer System eg. through integration of the
various fleets.Ensure the timely
delivers of regular reports through the various reporting systems.

Customer

The effective
utilisation of distribution resources which will deliver the most productive
outcomes for Richland while meeting or exceeding the customer service
benchmarks of our client.Deliver the most
productive outcomes for Richland through the effective utilisation of transport
resources while meeting or exceeding the customer service benchmarks of our
client.Develops and
maintains relationships and contacts with customer to enable objectives to be
met.Ensures agreed
customer objectives and measures are met.

FinanceProduce budget,
resource and capital planning and weekly key performance reporting and analysis
to ensure an efficient and cost effective transport operation.The development
of a sound customer base which maximises our transport capabilities and
maintains business development opportunities.Effectively
utilise fleet and facilities to ensure the most efficient and cost effective
operation.


